Ms. Sarah’s campers started the day with a conversation about what New Year’s resolutions are and what everyone’s resolution is for the coming year. They then made their own New Year’s Eve scene where they included their resolution into some aspect of their creations. They then did fizzy science and made their own fizzy, undrinkable “champagne.” Then they did a cup stacking competition to show who had the ability to make the tallest cup tower. Then they went outside to make 2 batches of glitter slime, one gold and one rainbow. After they finished their lunch and outside time, they proceeded to make confetti cannons to celebrate the New Year. Then it was snow cone time and some more outside time to play as a group. To end the decade of MoLab, they all constructed their own ball drop out of spaghetti sticks, tape, and marshmallows. Happy New Year!

Mr. Charlie’s campers started off their morning talking about their resolutions for the coming year and decade. Then they moved onto making a party blower out of straws and tissue paper. After they finished that, they moved onto making their own throwing stars that explode on impact. They made these out of only popsicle sticks, by using their physical bending properties to make them cross over and under each other in order to keep them in place. Then they made their own confetti cannons to celebrate at midnight. After lunch they competed in a tower cup challenge, and then used those cups in their experiment of making the most fizzy liquid possible. They used vinegar and baking soda vs coke and Mentos to see which was better at fizzing. After snow cones they finished off their year by making ball drops to count us down to the new year. Happy New Year!